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Private FleetThe Industrial Internet of Things is 
transforming how companies work



Complex Industrial IoT Made Simple.

Combining business data and equipment data will transform 

your company by generating new growth opportunities and 

cost efficiencies. The challenge is pulling all the pieces 

together into one seamless solution. Partnering with ZTR 

will allow for a successful telematics program deployment 

at a lower cost with measurable benefits within months. 

In addition, ZTR will handle the ever-changing Industrial IoT 

world, so you can focus on your core business. 

The ZTR ONE i3®  solution provides all the elements of the 

Industrial IoT together in one solution tailored to fit your 

needs. This allows you to connect to suppliers, partners, and 

customers. As a complete end-to-end solution, it includes 

telematics hardware, equipment integration, platform, user 

interface with GeoZone® adaptive reporting, wireless 

management, and support.

Solution

Improve company performance with 
data-driven decision making



Streamline operations and reduce costs

 ▪ Know where your equipment is at all times.

 ▪ Eliminate maintenance paperwork.

 ▪ Complete more work orders and reduce field service trips.

 ▪ Reward construction site managers based on asset utilization.

Increase uptime and utilization of equipment
 ▪ Give field technicians information in advance of a truck roll.

 ▪ Improve fleet health with proactive repairs.

 ▪ Optimize fleet equipment purchase selection based on     
utilization trends.

Simplify 

 ▪ Proven factory installation with dozens of OEMs.

 ▪ Used on more rental equipment than any other IIoT solution.

 ▪ Integrates with existing business systems.

 ▪ View and manage all equipment in one system.

 ▪ Same user interface on any device (computer, tablet, mobile).

Benefits

Improve project bids based on 
actual equipment usage
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What you get with the    

                   Solution

Maps, Alerts, Assets Maintenance Analytics

Getting data from your fleet of equipment, 
service and business systems, all in the 
same view, can be a challenge. The ONE i3 
user interface does it all, bringing the 
information together in a way that fits 
naturally with your workflow.

 ▪ See equipment maintenance, 
utilization, and health in a single view.

 ▪ Know which service trucks are closest 
to equipment in need of repair.

 ▪ Get alerts on equipment health and 
when equipment enters or leaves a 
site.

 ▪ Find your equipment using one 
responsive interface available on all 
types of mobile devices.

Planning and recording maintenance can 
be labor intensive with inefficiencies from 
manual paperwork, lack of information, 
non-compliance and missed work due 
to technician errors. ONE i3 brings 
equipment data, plans, and records into 
the same user interface to save labor 
expense, make tasks simpler, and speed 
up the response time.

 ▪ Create maintenance plans based on 
run-hours or calendar.

 ▪ Receive notifications and reports of 
upcoming maintenance.

 ▪ Record completion of tasks.

 ▪ View and share records of past 
maintenance.

Becoming a data-driven company requires 
a connection to your equipment and 
intuitive business insight tools. ONE i3 
analytics, with GeoZone® adaptive 
reporting, will uncover new operational 
efficiencies and services growth 
opportunities. 

 ▪ Improve your equipment uptime by 
taking corrective action based on 
data, not opinions.

 ▪ Improve project management and 
match equipment characteristics to 
specific sites. 

 ▪ Build an incentive program for 
construction site managers based 
on actual equipment usage.

 ▪ Standard reports on equipment 
health and equipment utilization, with 
groupings at the fleet, site, or asset 
level.

 ▪ Customize reports that give insight 
into the root causes for downtime, 
cost drivers, and performance 
measures.



Business Integrator

In order to streamline business processes, you 

need the right information delivered to the system 

that your employees currently work with. Imagine 

what you can do with real time equipment data in 

your business software, or with real time contract 

and work order data in your telematics software.

 ▪ Increased efficiency: Bringing certain data 
fields such as equipment ID and contract 
number, from a business system into 
your ONE i3 telematics solution, allows 
employees to view the equipment and 
business data together.

 ▪ Increased revenue and decreased costs: 
Bringing intelligent equipment information 
such as run hours and maintenance records, 
from your ONE i3 solution into a business 
system, allows employees to quickly update 
project management and costing software.

Connect to the               Network

Telematics Connector

Regardless of the equipment make or the telematics 

system used to collect the data, you can access the 

alerts, displays, maps, and tools all in a single place. 

It is familiar, consistent, and easy-to-use.

 ▪ Keep your existing telematics hardware in 
place.

 ▪ A single web application means one ID and 
password to manage all of your equipment 
and one place to view all assets.

 ▪ A consistent user interface makes training 
your employees much easier.

 ▪ A consolidated database makes data 
analytics possible; compare utilization and 
operating costs of various makes and models.
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ZTR has been a strong telematics supplier long before the term 

Industrial IoT became popular. Our combination of engineering 

discipline, innovative culture, and equipment experience means we 

will provide leading solutions for years to come. With one proven 

supplier, you will avoid the inefficiencies and costs of dealing with 

multiple vendors.

Benefits of working with ZTR: 

 ▪ Proven factory installation with over 50 OEMs

 ▪ Installed on more rental equipment than any other supplier

 ▪ Cost effective and customizable for your business

 ▪ Solutions will evolve with the Industrial IoT

Why partner with
TM
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One place for all of your equipment data.

Integrated. Intelligent. Interactive.

You can count on ZTR to connect your products, customers, and organization. 
We’ll take care of the ever-changing Industrial IoT world, 

so you can focus on using the equipment data to grow your business.

Contact your ZTR Account Manager today for more details.

1-952-233-4340


